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Introduction to Web Development:
Before I say much about myself I would like to thank you for attending
my project presentation! My name is Jeremiah Mata, and I have been
immersed in technology since the beginning of high school. I was involved in
Combat Robotics which some may also know it as Battlebots a previously
televised show.
I brought Battlebots over to Kansas State University  as the founder and
president of the club. While I was at KSU I was studying Electrical Engineering
and I finished my first year of college early this year. Before college I had
gained an internship opportunity from Kiewit Engineering Inc., where I
learned an immense amount of information. I learned from the engineers
there that most of what they had learned in college wasn’t going to be applied,
a good 80% of what they learned. This later became a key aspect to my
transition, but what I really was looking for was a faster track to my end goal.
My end goal starting college was to do something with programming. At the
time I didn’t know much about development but after some research,
reputable sources, and recommendations I decided to invest my time at
Centriq.
Centriq will always be, to me, my fundamental starting ground towards
my career. I have learned a vast amount about programming but I have also
learned I am just scratching the surface. My favorite subject that I learned at
Centriq was Front-End Development. The reason being is I have a natural
knack for designing. I have always enjoyed coding but even more so the
free-range aspect of designing from Robots, to Presentations, and now
Front-End coding.
Lastly looking towards the future I am interested in learning many other
languages some specific examples are Python and Ruby.  I also know that
coding will always bring challenges that I am excited to overcome. Finally I

aspire to reach that senior developer status and by that point be well invested
in a company that provides me with those challenges and has their employees
best interests at heart.

Learned from Project:
Flow
- Developing for a week on a project can not be done effectively
without flow!
- It is very easy to lose your flow from coding and learning with
efficiency to rabbit-hole coding and learning
- Once your fast and on track flow is gone it can be hard to get back
on track without an organization method
Organization
- For me always referencing the order of my tasks was key to
staying on TRACK and meeting DEADLINES!
- It is easy to lose track of time while coding and before you know it
a whole day went by on you researching one part to getting a
piece of functionality working
- Knowing the task order at hand and having the pseudocode to
complete the task isn’t enough, because there are rabbit-holes
everywhere in coding especially when it comes to researching so
knowing how to use all of my resources effectively became
another key learning aspect for me
Using Resources Effectively
-  Coworkers or in this case my classmates were a huge resource to
me when asking the right specific questions
- Microsoft, Visual Studio, and Stack Overflow were also a another
huge resource, but when using them knowing how to research the
answer to your question became detrimental to the success of
your research. In most cases knowing the appropriate technical
terms that fit the best with the shortest possible way to ask the
question helped me the most.

Documentation:
Database Diagram:

Documentation:
Trello Task Organization Board:

Sample Code-One-Click Apply:

Documentation:
Sample Code- Find, Delete, and Replace Old File:

Documentation:
Sample Code- Notifications:

Core Struggles:
One-Click Apply- Figuring out the pseudocode wasn't extremely difficult actually it was
figuring out how to store my input into my new application and then figuring out how to
find the openPosition Id value for the job they were applying for.
Find, Delete, and Replace- This took a lot more time then I allotted for and in the end to
not really work for this project specifically because if I was to delete an old resume that
they had already used to apply for an application it would leave that slot orphaned in the
application generating errors.
Time- Originally I had a pretty good idea of the obstacles I was going to face throughout the
project and good estimations on the time it would take me to complete those tasks. It

turned out that it took me less time for the tasks I thought would take me the longest and
the problems that took me the most time were ones I didn’t anticipate existing

Documentation:
3 Tier Solution with Model View Controller Design and Identity:

